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Message from the Chair…
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Dear Members

These have been the strangest
of times, have they not? A little
like Margaret Attwood’s
dystopian world - seemingly
normal, yet very definitely not the same. And now
we are moving into yet another change as we
emerge from the lockdown.

Having been a teacher for twenty odd years,
I have been particularly interested in the discussion
on when to reopen the schools in the UK. My
concern is not only for the children, but also for the
teachers, the support staff and the parents. It’s
problematic and divisive; some councils refusing to
open their schools, others opening them, the
government adamant that they be reopened, the
education unions saying ‘not yet’, each opinion
voicing major concerns
be it the economy or welfare of children and staff.
It’s too simplistic to declare ‘Wealth versus Health’.
This argument encapsulates the difficulties so
many of us have faced in this crisis. Richard Rohr
in ‘The Wisdom Pattern’ talks of Order, Disorder
and Reorder. He looks at it from a Christian
perspective but many people of all faiths and of
none have been re-evaluating their priorities and
resolving to reorder their lives once the crisis is
under some semblance of control.

One of the good things to happen has been the
renewal of our appreciation for essential-workers,
our recognition of their importance in society yet
how little they have been valued in monetary
terms. Immigrants to the UK should be welcomed
and appreciated; as farm and store-workers,
builders, health workers we owe our very existence
to them. Local communities and the subsequent
caring received have again highlighted where our
priorities should lie. Later, our gratitude should be
expressed in a more tangible way as our society is
reordered.
The message by the European Commission has
called for a global endeavour to seek a vaccination
available to everyone. It takes away the selfish
element of nationalism: Ursula van Leyen,
President of the EU Commission said,
“I fully agree that we can only defeat this virus by
working together”, and she calls for a global
collaboration in funding this essential work.

So I do wish you well and safe. Her Majesty said,
“Never give up, never despair”. Such wise words to
hearten us at this time for we are all in this
together.

With best wishes

Judy, Chair

Contact me on: judythurlow@gmail.com

Sounds and colours of beach life – Carole Matthews
Across the sandy path to the beach
Coloured beach huts stand sentry in line
Each promising laughter and fun to their owners
Blue,white and yellow in sunlight they shine
Seabirds soar and screech as they circle
Grey, black and white feathers pattern the sky
White foam invades and tickles the pebbles
Receding waves reply with a sigh.

Eastbourne Seniors Forum
In common with most other organisations during
this shut down period we have suspended our
activities until at least the Autumn.

Managing The Forum’s Finances

It is pleasing, as Treasurer, to be able to report that
the financial year 2019/20 was very successful in as
much as we again finished in the black. I am
convinced that Eastbourne Seniors Forum continues
to provide services that offer real value for money for
our Members.
Our main sources of income are the annual Good Life
event, advertising in our newsletter and funding from
East Sussex County Council. However, the funding
from the Council cannot be taken for granted.
Apart from the Good Life event we have managed to
update our website, provide quarterly eight page
newsletters both on line and through the post,as well
as hold Members coffee mornings and open
meetings. The Forum committee members have
attended various meetings with other organizations
including the East Sussex Seniors Association
(ESSA). The Forum also attended and helped with
the first Silver Sunday event in Eastbourne.
I must, however, express my concern for the long
term viability of the Forum. Higher printing and
postage costs are making it difficult to be sustainable
particularly in a year when we are without the means
of attracting additional funding other than the ESCC
grant aid. A great number of our members do not
have access to the internet to be able to receive the
Newsletter digitally and some continue to ask for a
hard copy to be sent in the post. I would urge
members to see if they can receive their copies via
digital means.
Des Davis, Treasurer

A Lifestyle event
for Seniors

Good Life Show
21
New date for September 20
TO BE ANNOUNCED
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Are you missing out?

We have enclosed a leaflet from
Independent Age entitled
“Pension Credit – Extra money
to boost your retirement income”,
which directs you to lots of areas
of financial help…

Tea and Chat…
Pension
Credit

Extra mo
ney to boo
your ret
st
irement
income

Advice and
support for
older age

a

Can you help us?

We would welcome more members to help
strengthen our committee, which meets
bimonthly to discuss ideas and plans to help
support and inform seniors in Eastbourne.

If you could help please contact Des Davis,
on: 01323 472167 or email: desdavis@talktalk.net

Your support would be greatly appreciated.

STAY CONTROL SAVE
ALERT THE VIRUS LIVES
HOLIDAY PLANS ON HOLD?

Right now, in the midst of the Coronavirus
pandemic, the future of the travel industry
is uncertain.

Over recent weeks I have focussed on bringing
back holidaymakers from across the globe,
with their holidays having been cut short
and plans having changed.

My job at the moment is to do what’s right
for my clients, cancelling and rearranging their
trips and organising refunds wherever possible.
Right now the most important thing is to
stay healthy and local.
But after the pandemic, the
world will still be there…
waiting for us. So when you
are ready to book a holiday,
why not give me a call on:
01323 304736 or email:
sarahd@travel-pa.com

Modern technology, something from which we always
shied away, has become our best friend. Little did I know
that I would be zooming – will that be a new verb in the
Oxford Dictionary ?

Yesterday the manual
suddenly is only in Germany.
I am sure the lockdown is not
long enough for me to learn German as well !

Just prior to lockdown I purchased a smartphone, had
been thinking about upgrading my antique mobile for at
least three years. Luckily procrastination ended in time.
The learning curve has had some sharp corners to
negotiate but I took it slowly, with quite a few blunders on
the way. Almost clearing my wallet out by switching on
mobile date instead of wifi – that is something you only do
once. But all part of this new era.

The bunting came out, the flags were flying and tea and
goodies on tables – of course at a correct distance were
assembled on the pavements. It was amazing how the
population took it in their stride to celebrate VE day. That
Blitz Spirit never far away, something we have donned to
march our way through the difficult situation in which we
now find ourselves.

I have met up with friends in different groups through this
amazing app. A few months ago I would have shivered
and turned away at the thought of an APP !

Wow, the doors have opened. During what should have
been such a bleak time, I have spoken to friends – face to
face – across the world, reconnecting with some that only
get a greeting at the Festive Season. I am certainly not
the only one to have achieved this. Many of us oldies
have learnt to adapt. Bravo !
Home schooling for seniors, yes we too had to return to
learn. Mind you these gadgets do get you sometimes. I
discovered how to get from settings to the manual - great.

My bad back decided to take a hike. Actually I did the
hiking, round the block, the park, over the bridge and back
again. The muscles are better than ever.

The Variety Vagabonds are already in discussion how we
will be able to entertain in the future.
My One Woman Show – will be available to charities to
fund raise – something much needed to re-establish the
community work they do.

Zooming off to have tea and a chat on line with a friend in
Kent - till next time.
Yours – Gladys Lopato

Catch me on www.facebook/gladysgallivants

Poor but Blessed in Those Old Days

We met, we married a long time ago,
We worked long hours when wages were low.
No T.V., no wireless, no baths, times were hard,
Just a cold water tap and a walk in the yard.
No holidays abroad, no carpets on floors,
We had coal on the fire and we didn't lock doors.
Our children arrived, no pill in those days,
And we brought them up without any State Aid.
They were safe going out to play in the park,
And old folks could go for a walk in the dark.
No Valium, no drugs, no LSD,
We cured most of our ills with a good cup of tea.
No vandals, no muggings, there was
nothing to rob,
We felt we were rich with a couple of bob.
People were happier in those far off days,
Kinder and caring in so many ways.
Milkmen and paper-boys would whistle and sing,
A night at the pictures was our mad fling.
We all got our share of trouble and strife,
We just have to face it, that's the pattern of life.

Now I'm alone I look back through the years,
I don't think of the bad times, the trouble and tears.
I remember the blessings, our home and our love,
And that we shared them together
– I thank God above.
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Getting a Will drawn up during lockdown ____________
___________________________

NHS workers fighting Covid-19 on the front line,
together with the elderly and vulnerable, lie behind a
huge spike in demand for will writing over recent
weeks, according to the professional body for
solicitors.
The Law Society says many firms have reported a
30% increase, as a result of worries about the
coronavirus pandemic, but the lockdown and selfisolation are creating new challenges in getting the
wills drafted and signed while still complying with
legal requirements.
There has been a surge in people looking to set up
powers of attorney as well, to enable others to act
on their behalf in managing their financial, property
and other affairs, but that is also proving a challenge
during the current crisis.
“It’s important to get it right when dealing with vital
documents involving your assets,” explained
Andrew Morgan, Wills Solicitor with Stephen
Rimmer solicitors. “There are issues around
demonstrating that someone has the ability to make
such decisions if they are elderly or unwell, as it is
likely to be difficult to get a doctor to verify their
capacity with the current pressure on the NHS,
which may be needed if the will or power of attorney
is later to stand up in court.
“In such situations, the ideal is to sit down with the
person face to face to get a sense of how they
articulate their choices and to be sure the outcomes
are what they really want, whether deciding who will
inherit through their will, or appointing attorneys to
manage their affairs.”
In today’s climate, such discussions are more likely
to be by telephone, email or possibly video
conferencing, particularly where someone is ill, but if
an independent professional is involved, there is a
greater chance that wishes will later stand. They
will check if you are leaving yourself open to claims
on your estate by excluding anyone, and advise on
the appointment of attorneys, to be sure they are fit
for the task and understand their responsibilities and
how they will be held accountable.
A professional can also help to ensure that the will
or power of attorney is legally binding, as the actual
signing and witnessing of a will remains an
exception to the recent shift towards accepting
electronic signatures on contracts and many deeds
in England and Wales.
While live video witnessing in such situations is
under discussion, the current rule is that anyone
making a will must sign in the presence of two
witnesses, who must in turn sign in the presence of
the person making the will. Physical presence is
essential but presents a real challenge given the
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present regulations requiring social distancing,
particularly as anyone who is a beneficiary will lose
their gift under a will if they witness it. It means that
immediate family members, who are most likely to
be available, cannot be a witness if they stand to
inherit anything.
Even witnessing from the next room or through a
window might be challenged as not being formally in
the presence of the person making the will, although
in a case that went to court almost 250 years ago it
was agreed to be sufficient to have two witnesses
who are in line of sight even though they were not in
the same room. (Casson v Dade 1781)
“It’s very difficult to avoid all contact,” explained
Andrew. “Many solicitors are going through
documents and then overseeing the signing through
a window, but some advice suggests that the virus
could survive on paper for up to 12 hours, so that it
could be transferred from person to person just by
handling the draft will, which is a worry. It’s
important to recognise that, and use sanitiser,
gloves and separate pens to protect someone who
is likely to be vulnerable, or where someone is
already infected.”

Why make a will?

Research shows that half of all adults in the UK do
not have a will in place, with the figure rising to
almost 60% among parents.

If you would like more details on:
- Lasng Powers of Aorney
- Wills
- Inheritance Tax Planning
Please do get in touch with us

Many avoid making a will because they imagine
their assets will go automatically to their partner, or
that their family will be left to decide how to make
the distribution. But without a will, the intestacy
rules come into play, which govern how a person’s
estate is distributed if they die ‘intestate’.
The rules have a strict order of distribution and do
not provide for any cohabiting partner, irrespective
of the length of the relationship. They also allow
children under 18 to receive assets without any
control over how the money is spent.
Having a will setting out what you wish to happen if
you die before your children are 18 is the only legal
way to be sure they will be provided for and brought
up in the way you wish, with the guardians you
choose.
If you drew up your will before getting married, it is
automatically invalidated on marriage, unless it was
drafted in expectation of the ceremony. And if you
are in the process of getting divorced, any existing
will remains valid until the decree absolute is
confirmed, even if you have separated or received
your decree nisi, meaning the spouse you are
divorcing would benefit if those are the terms of your
existing will.
Equally, if you do not have a will and something
were to happen to you before the divorce is
completed then the intestacy rules would apply and,
again, it would be the spouse you are divorcing who
would benefit, not your children or a new partner,
parents or siblings. This may be the outcome you
would wish to have happen, but if not, the only way
to ensure that your wishes are carried out is to
make a new will to cover your current situation and
this can be done at any stage of the separation and
divorce process.
If you need to revise your will to include your last
wishes and ensure they are adhered to, contact us
on 01323 644222.

Fame – Sylvia Kravetz

I’d like to have a taste of fame
The sort where people know your name
Not the kind that’s there from birth
But more that’s there from a job of worth
To have the strawberries and the cream
Would that be everybody’s dream

Do you write poetry or short articles?

We would love to hear from you for inclusion
in this newsletter. Please contact the editor.

Quality care and support
in your home

from 1-hour visits to 24-hour live-in care

Our services in Eastbourne include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Companionship
Transportation and errands
Meal preparation
Light housekeeping
Help with washing and dressing
Personal care
Medication reminders
Post-operative support
Holiday and respite cover
Specialist dementia care

…and much more!
Contact us for more information

01323 414 658

ulrica.delaney@rightathome.co.uk
www.rightathome.co.uk/eastbourne

Always look on the bright side…
Be grateful that
no matter how
much chocolate
you eat, your
earrings will still fit!
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Lockdown Experiences…
Musings from Vera...

The idea was that I should tell you a little of my
experience of lockdown, daily routine and so on,
but that would be excruciatingly boring I’m afraid.
What may be interesting, however, is how other
people feel about the whole experience.
I thought this new life style, almost a dystopian
existence, may bring in its wake a plethora of new
ideas, a journey to a socially reformed society, but
that’s not the general view. It transpired people
mostly want to return to some semblance of
normality; they are beginning to realise that, despite
the obvious need to make strenuous efforts to save
our planet, they were pretty happy with the world as
it was. It is those daily almost unnoticed moments
that are missed the most.
For Steve it’s the family popping in at odd times,
grandchildren paying surprise visits. He does do his
best to make up for this through WhatsApp and
Face-time and had a lovely saxophone
performance from his thirteen year old
granddaughter from the car park below his flat.
Another plus is being in touch with distant friends
who live in Cyprus, although having the shopping
delivered is something you have to learn to enjoy.
For many of us oldies we miss simply getting out,
meeting up at cafes or church halls, wherever there
can be a scrabble club, yoga, bridge. These
ordinary get-togethers are often mocked but
indispensable. Living alone, Angela has valued
these meetings for many years and is finding lock
down quite a challenge. This will be the same for
many of us. Sylvia's birds still flock to her garden
but she does miss the working at the charity shop
and meeting friends rather than just chatting on the
phone. Alison tells me she has become rather tired
of cupboard tidying and is determined this phase is
behind her!
Coming down to the younger working group; Lisa is
used to travelling, ironically recently in Italy and
Spain, but also in Greece as a volunteer teaching
English to refugees. In the summer she relies on
students, mostly Chinese, coming to the UK to
learn how to complete their degrees in English. The
upside for Lisa is that she can do most of this online, but being stuck in front of a computer instead
of experiencing the delights of travel is something
of a challenge.
Julie has always loved her job as a teaching
assistant because it involves working with children.
Having to stay at home and if possible conjure up
resources doesn't quite have the same appeal.
Today (Monday 18th) she has been asked to go in
to the school to help with the few extra students
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returning to school this week. She told me it's lovely
to be out of the house and at school, but
extraordinarily weird and quiet. The logistics of
getting a whole school behind their desks will be a
nightmare, but one her employer is determined to
solve.
My only experience of school children is with our
grandson who is nine and what it’s like being stuck
at home with mum and dad. I’m not sure whether
having no siblings is a good thing, but I do know it’s
a bit of a trial sometimes for his mum. His dad
always works from home so that so at least that
can continue as usual. I don’t know how well the
school work is going, except for a small portion of
the maths which comes from me most mornings.
I’m used to teaching but have no penchant for
maths so I look at even the simplest sums
beforehand. You’d have to ask Floyd whether it’s
working or not, or perhaps his teacher! On the other
hand, the family have enjoyed some wonderful
times out on their bikes, even had a swim in the
sea (it’s a few minutes’ walk).
Peter whose dementia continues to progress is
very philosophical, although I suspect this is
coloured by the knowledge that most of his life is
behind him and any extra time we have is a bonus.
(If you knew Peter’s history you would understand
just how true this is. If he were a cat he would be
on life number 10 at least!). He feels that he is
lucky to be here and extremely fortunate to have a
garden, neighbours, friends, family and passable
health.
As for me I miss the family, especially the big hugs,
but I love the chats, the camaraderie we share
even at arm’s length (well longer than that
obviously), plus I am savouring the thought of a
massive family get-together at the earliest
opportunity which will be valued more than ever. I’m
not sure how it’s Covid related but this year I have
been very conscious of the antics of local birds,
quite a variety and the fledglings now out and about
being very demanding of their parents. Hedgerows
and wild plants being spared from strimmers and
mowers are abundant and beautiful and I seem to
have learned not only to look but to SEE.
This, at least is wonderful, Life goes on…….

If you would like to contact Vera to comment on her
musings, please feel free to do so by emailing:

info@esf–online.org

or by writing to our usual address.

Closure of the NHS Eastbourne
Health Centre at the Rail Station
As you may be aware the closure of the NHS
Eastbourne Health Centre at the Rail Station
is under consideration. See below for full
details…

Public consultation

on the future
of Eastbourne Station
Health Centre ON HOLD

The public consultation into the closure of our
walk-in centre is currently on hold although
people can still complete the consultation
online. Obviously there is still every intention
to resume this consultation with the aim of
closing our walk-in centre when this pandemic
is over. Our campaign has enormous
concerns regarding how we as a town would
be able to cope in the event of another
pandemic if our walk-in centre had by that
time closed.
The proposal follows extensive analysis about
how and when local people are using the
walk-in centre. This was combined with farreaching engagement work with local people,
stakeholders and partners to gather their
feedback on the walk-in services in
Eastbourne town centre and the other
healthcare services they might use.
For GP services, contact your usual GP or
telephone 111 in an emergency.
You can find out more about the CCG
proposals and take part in the consultation
online by visiting our dedicated webpage.
Hard copies of the consultation document are
also available from Eastbourne Station Health
Centre, or you can call 01273 40368, email:
EHSCCG.YourSay@nhs.net to request a copy.

Do you have a Health Concern?
Using the NHS during coronavirus
and attending hospital

East Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust have issued
information about the growing evidence showing
that people are ignoring health concerns and
putting off coming into hospital, even if they need
urgent or emergency help. East Sussex's two acute
hospitals are open and are still providing safe, high
quality, urgent and emergency care services for
those people that need them.
Dr David Walker, NHS Medical Director said: “Since
the Covid-19 (coronavirus) pandemic started, we
have seen a drop off in urgent and emergency
hospital attendances, for example new referrals for
cancer, and people presenting with heart attacks
and strokes. Some parents are not bringing their
sick children to hospital and some pregnant women
not attending if they have concerns about their
pregnancy.”
“We know that many people are worried about
putting extra pressure on the NHS during the
coronavirus outbreak but if you are seriously
unwell, we still want to see you. We understand
that this may feel like a scary time, but there is no
need to be anxious about coming into our
Emergency Departments. Your health is important
to us and we have put in place a number of
precautions within our departments to keep you
safe.”

Contact 111 for advice.
My life
My home
My cuppa, just
the way I like it
Home & live in care
from Bluebird Care

Find out more about home care and the
difference it could make to your life.
Email the Bluebird Care team to find out
more about our home care service:
eastbourne@bluebirdcare.co.uk
or call us on 01323 727903
bluebirdcare.co.uk/eastbourne-wealden/home
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Coronavirus Community Hubs

Support for everyone in East Sussex

If you are struggling to cope with the effects of coronavirus, your community hub may be able to help.
No one in East Sussex will be left on their own. But some people may be able to get the support
they need from family, friends or neighbours instead.

Get in touch with your
community hub if:

You’re struggling to cope with
coronavirus because you’re alone,
worried, unwell, short of money or
can’t get medicine, food or other
essentials

Get in touch with your
community hub if:

AND
There is no one living near you
who you know and can trust to help

Your GP has contacted you to
say you have an extreme medical
condition and you are getting food
delivered to your home while you
shield yourself for 12 weeks
AND
There is something else you need

Consider NOT getting
in touch with your
community hub if:

You have family, carers, friends or
neighbours nearby who you can
trust and rely on to help you (and
who are not vulnerable
themselves)

Contact your community hub: Eastbourne 01323 679722 www.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/requestsupport

Tear out and keep for future reference

Useful Telephone numbers of organisations that can support you
Age Concern Eastbourne

Age UK East Sussex Advice
Alzheimer’s Helpline
Care Connect

Care Home Listing East Sussex
Congress Theatre Box Office
Cineworld - The Beacon
Citizens Advice

Conquest Hospital

District General Hospital

Eastbourne Borough Council
East Sussex County Council

ESCIS – East Sussex
Community Information Service

01323 638474

Fire Safety

0800 17 7069

Independent Providers Forum

01580 715660

Pension Service

0845 6060265

01424 426162

STEPS

0345 6080191

National Talking Newspapers

0845 300 0336
0800 389 2077
01323 412000

0330 333 4444
03444 111444

01424 755255
01323 417400

Post Office Services
Silverline Helpline

Social Care Direct (SCD)

Supermarket Trolley Collection
Sussex Police (non-urgent)

01323 410000

Tourism Information Office

01273 481754

Trading Standards
Consumer Advice

01273 481000

Towner Art Gallery

01323 436414

01435 866102
0845 7223344

0800 328 8888
0345 6080191
07930 662042
101

01323 415415
01323 434670
03454 040506

For Editorial content or queries, please contact Steve Thornett at:

Tel: 01323 642084 Email: sthornett2@gmail.com

This Newsletter is for general information only You are recommended to seek competent
professional advice before doing anything based on the contents of the Newsletter.
Printed by Printing Services, Town Hall, Grove Road, Eastbourne. Tel: 01323 415037.
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